INT RODU CING T H E
NEW
KAYA RANGE

NEW DIMENSIONS IN
LISTENING PLEASURE

NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENT

K AYA RANGE
At Vivid Audio, our team represents more than four decades of changing the way our
customers experience sound. As the creators of the world’s finest loudspeaker systems,
Vivid Audio are delighted to announce the launch of the New KAYA range.
Welcome to Vivid Audio – and the world as you’ve never heard it before.

THE NEW MODEL RANGE
KAYA 90 - THE FLAGSHIP OF THE RANGE
KAYA 45 - DESIGNED FOR EVERYDAY SPACES
KAYA 25 - TRANSPARENT SOUND ON A SCALE
COMING SOON - KAYA S15, KAYA C25

KAYA C25

KAYA S15

KAYA 25

KAYA 45

KAYA 90

WHY
The NEW KAYA range is the authentic Vivid Audio listening experience, made more accessible. These three-way
loudspeakers take all our patented technology and package it in sleek, compact enclosures: perfect for rooms where
the sound system is part of the space, rather than the main feature, and great for home theatre. The position of the
tweeter and mid-range driver gives KAYA speakers a more directional sound, taking you deeper into the performance.
And once you’re in there, you can revel in every detail, and the seamless, uncluttered sound field created by our
unique engineering-led approach.
KAYA loudspeakers could only be made by Vivid Audio. Those curvaceous profiles. The patented technology.
Above all, that astonishing sound quality, free from all resonance and coloration, that opens the window wide on the
performance. And of course, they’re completely revolutionary, in their own understated way. Smooth, clean lines,
and a detailed, focused sound that draws you in, holds your attention. Easy to live with. Truly life-enhancing.

WHEN
The KAYA 90, 45 and 25 are shipping from July 2018.
For more information contact your local distributor
or dealer or alternatively visit www.vividaudio.com
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